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The Almighty Dragon General Chapter 5661-A cold voice sounded behind 
him. “I’ll allow you to join my sect after you kill him.” 

Xayvion glanced at the trapped Landry, manifested a black longsword in his 
hand, and approached him step by step. 

“Xayvion Yeftero, you scoundrel! What are you doing?” Xezal’s cursing voice 
came from the airship. 

However, Xayvion ignored her. 

The airship gathered the powerhouses of the entire Dark World, yet they all 
watched as Xayvion walked toward the trapped Landry without making a 
move. 

No one dared to intervene, nor did they have any intention of acting, knowing 
well that whoever took action would meet their demise. 

James scanned the surroundings, frowning as he noticed that no one was 
making a move. Just as Xayvion’s sword was about to fall on Landry, he 
swiftly made his decisive move. 

He flashed into the void in front by unleashing the Blithe Omniscience. Then, 
he employed the Obsidian Body as he appeared. 

Xayvion’s sword landed on James, and the powerful force pushed him back. 

However, he suffered no harm. 

“You’re ruining my good moment again.” Xayvion’s face darkened. He exerted 
his full strength, and a terrifying aura emanated from him. 

“Your Highness…” James stared at him, enunciating each word, “I never 
expected you to ally with unknown beings at this moment. Don’t forget that 
you’re a member of the Dark World.” 

“What’s it to you?” Xayvion snorted coldly and attacked directly with his sword. 

In an instant, countless Sword Energies manifested and swept toward James 
in a crisscross pattern. 



Boom! Boom! Boom! 

The space around James collapsed continuously, but he emerged unscathed 
from the collapsing space. 

“Damn it!” Xayvion cursed. 

The Obsidian Body was his exclusive and innate signature martial art skill. He 
had invested a lot of effort into mastering it. Now, James had effortlessly 
learned it and used it against him. 

Far ahead, in front of the star, a strange shadow revealed an eye, coldly 
observing the scene without any intention to intervene. 

James glanced at the trapped Landry. He flashed to Landry’s side and 
attempted to dispel the black mist entwining him. However, the black mist 
surged like sharp blades, piercing through his body as he approached. 

His Obsidian Body could not resist the attack of the black mist. In an instant, 
his body was pierced, and he spurted out a mouthful of blood. 

“Heck!” James cursed angrily as his Obsidian Body was broken. 

“Haha.” 

Seeing this scene, Xayvion laughed and said, “James Caden, your Obsidian 
Body has been shattered. You’ll meet your end today.” 

Xayvion’s aura surged as he approached James with the black longsword. 

James’ thoughts shifted, and a formation appeared in front of him, blocking 
Xayvion’s attack. This formation was the one inscribed on the stone gate. 

After blocking Xayvion, James approached Landry again. He looked at 
Landry, entwined in black mist, and operated his circulate energy to absorb all 
the black mist around him. 

Finally, Landry escaped from captivity. He had lost most of his strength at the 
moment. His face was pale as he looked at James and said with a grateful 
expression, “Thank you.” 

“All of you, retreat,” James said while looking at Landry. 



“How can we retreat?” Landry’s expression became serious. “If we retreat 
now, the Dark World will be doomed once this star appears. We must battle 
on the Halcyon Road, even if we die.” 

A cold voice sounded behind him. “I’ll allow you to join my sect after you kill 
him.” 

Xayvion glanced at the trapped Landry, manifested a black longsword in his 
hand, and approached him step by step. 

“Xayvion Yeftero, you scoundrel! What are you doing?” Xezal’s cursing voice 
came from the airship. 

However, Xayvion ignored her. 

The airship gathered the powerhouses of the entire Dark World, yet they all 
watched as Xayvion walked toward the trapped Landry without making a 
move. 

No one dared to intervene, nor did they have any intention of acting, knowing 
well that whoever took action would meet their demise. 

James scanned the surroundings, frowning as he noticed that no one was 
making a move. Just as Xayvion’s sword was about to fall on Landry, he 
swiftly made his decisive move. 

He flashed into the void in front by unleashing the Blithe Omniscience. Then, 
he employed the Obsidian Body as he appeared. 

Xayvion’s sword landed on James, and the powerful force pushed him back. 

However, he suffered no harm. 

“You’re ruining my good moment again.” Xayvion’s face darkened. He exerted 
his full strength, and a terrifying aura emanated from him. 

“Your Highness…” James stared at him, enunciating each word, “I never 
expected you to ally with unknown beings at this moment. Don’t forget that 
you’re a member of the Dark World.” 

“What’s it to you?” Xayvion snorted coldly and attacked directly with his sword. 



In an instant, countless Sword Energies manifested and swept toward James 
in a crisscross pattern. 

Boom! Boom! Boom! 

The space around James collapsed continuously, but he emerged unscathed 
from the collapsing space. 

“Damn it!” Xayvion cursed. 

The Obsidian Body was his exclusive and innate signature martial art skill. He 
had invested a lot of effort into mastering it. Now, James had effortlessly 
learned it and used it against him. 

Far ahead, in front of the star, a strange shadow revealed an eye, coldly 
observing the scene without any intention to intervene. 

James glanced at the trapped Landry. He flashed to Landry’s side and 
attempted to dispel the black mist entwining him. However, the black mist 
surged like sharp blades, piercing through his body as he approached. 

His Obsidian Body could not resist the attack of the black mist. In an instant, 
his body was pierced, and he spurted out a mouthful of blood. 

“Heck!” James cursed angrily as his Obsidian Body was broken. 

“Haha.” 

Seeing this scene, Xayvion laughed and said, “James Caden, your Obsidian 
Body has been shattered. You’ll meet your end today.” 

Xayvion’s aura surged as he approached James with the black longsword. 

James’ thoughts shifted, and a formation appeared in front of him, blocking 
Xayvion’s attack. This formation was the one inscribed on the stone gate. 

After blocking Xayvion, James approached Landry again. He looked at 
Landry, entwined in black mist, and operated his circulate energy to absorb all 
the black mist around him. 

Finally, Landry escaped from captivity. He had lost most of his strength at the 
moment. His face was pale as he looked at James and said with a grateful 
expression, “Thank you.” 



“All of you, retreat,” James said while looking at Landry. 

“How can we retreat?” Landry’s expression became serious. “If we retreat 
now, the Dark World will be doomed once this star appears. We must battle 
on the Halcyon Road, even if we die.” 

The Almighty Dragon General Chapter 5662-Landry could not retreat because 
the Hagios Sect was the foremost sect among the current Human Race. He 
was responsible as the Sect Leader. Behind him were countless humans and 
living beings. If he retreated, all of them would die. 

He turned to look at the living beings on the airship in the distance and 
shouted, “Charge together! If we withdraw, the entire race of living beings 
behind us will die.” 

Landry’s voice ignited the combat desires of these living beings. Indeed, they 
could not retreat, as retreating meant death. 

At this moment, countless living beings soared into the air and emerged in the 
dark void. 

“Hehe.” Facing this scene, the black shadow only smiled faintly. His laughter 
was cold and ruthless and sent shivers down one’s spine. 

At this moment, threads of black aura swept in, each wisp entwining around a 
living being. 

Among these living beings, the majority were at the Quasi Bliss Rank, and 
many were Transcendental Bliss Rank powerhouses. However, they were 
powerless and instantly injured in the face of these black auras. 

Numerous bodies fell from the sky, crashing harshly onto the airship. Those 
with a lower cultivation base split open and disintegrated, while the stronger 
ones coughed up blood. In just an instant, a multitude of powerhouses from 
the Dark World were injured. 

Such terrifying strength instilled despair in the hearts of the living beings 
present. 

“Haha.” Xayvion could not help but laugh. “All of you, go die.” He brandished 
the black longsword and attacked the airship. James forcefully absorbed 
some black mist. Though this mist could restrain Xayvion, its impact on him 



was not significant. He only sensed that the black mist was formidable and 
terrifying. 

Seeing Xayvion attacking again, James’ thoughts raced, and a Sealing 
Formation manifested, enveloping the airship of various races. Xayvion could 
not breakthrough it, even though he was powerful. 

“Hmph,” The black shadow snorted coldly. “What can a remnant formation do 
to me?” 

An illusory pair of large hands appeared from the black shadow and directly 
attacked the formation. The phantom claws pierced through the formation and 
tore it apart. The formation created by James turned into countless 
inscriptions and vanished into the darkness instantly. 

Following this, the illusory hands violently attacked James. His body was sent 
flying like a ball, blood pouring into the dark void. 

On the airship, powerhouses and living beings from the Dark World were filled 
with helplessness and despair. 

“Is the Dark World destined to perish?” Many living beings stood up, turning to 
look at the Dark World behind the Halcyon Road. 

At this moment, all of them were injured and had lost their combat capabilities. 

Even those who were not injured had lost their ability to fight. They were no 
match for this unknown being. 

“Kill them all. Leave no one alive,” the indifferent voice echoed. 

‘Yes, My Lord.” 

Xayvion held the black longsword and attacked fiercely. Terrifying Sword 
Energy manifested in the dark void and slashed toward the airship. 

Just as the Sword Energy descended, the Sealing Formation reappeared and 
blocked the attack again. 

“I’ll kill you first.” 

Xayvion was enraged after getting blocked so many times. He flew toward 
James and appeared in front of him in an instant. 



At this moment, a mysterious formation manifested in front of James. This 
formation integrated the Sealing Formation, which enhanced its power. 
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within the dark void as the formation manifested. 

He could not break through the formation even though he possessed the 
Obsidian Body and had reached the peak second stage of the Transcendental 
Bliss Rank. 

However, James could only trap him. He could not kill Xayvion because he 
was unable to breakthrough Xayvion’s Obsidian Body. 

“You may not have a high realm, but you’ve got quite a few tricks up your 
sleeve,” the shadow spoke faintly. 

“Break!” 

As his voice echoed, a black aura swept over, continuously flying and 
transforming into a black longsword during its flight. The longsword attacked 
James’ formation, shattering it at a visible speed. 

The moment the formation broke, the black sword swept in and pierced 
through James’ body. Injured again, he spewed out blood once more. 

Xayvion seized this opportunity to make a move against the Dark World 
powerhouses on the airship. 

Meanwhile, at the HalIr Zone of the Dark World, one of the ten forbidden 
zones of this era, numerous legends abounded. Rumors said that a 
Yuraeceon Rank powerhouse had sealed himself here. 

A man sat in a lotus position on top of the spiritual mountain in the depths of 
the Hallr Zone. He had disheveled hair, and his body was covered in scars, 
with black pus continuously oozing from the wounds. 

At this moment, he sensed something and stood up. His injuries instantly 
healed. 

The man, who had just been covered in wounds and looked miserable, 
transformed into a handsome and extraordinary guy in an instant. 



He stood up and glanced at the deepest part of the Dark World, then 
disappeared from the spot. 

On the Halcyon Road, Xayvion made another move. The longsword in his 
hand transformed into formidable Sword Energy. 

Many powerhouses from the Dark World were injured and had lost their 
fighting capacity. They had no means to retaliate. Facing Xayvion’s attack, 
they closed their eyes and waited for death. 

Just before the dreadful Sword Energy descended and was about to strike the 
airship, a white halo appeared quietly and blocked Xayvion’s attack. 

With the appearance of the white halo, a man in a white robe materialized in 
the dark void. Facing away from everyone, he stood with his hands behind his 
back. 

He was surrounded by white radiance that gave him a holy and pure 
appearance. 

“Who are you?” Xayvion’s face changed slightly. 

The man in the white robe glanced at Xayvion, and a white light emerged from 
his body, attacking Xayvion. 

The white light struck Xayvion, instantly shattering his proud Obsidian Body. It 
pierced through him, causing injuries and sending him flying. 

‘You’ve crossed the line,” the man said with his hands behind his back, 
looking at the black mist drifting in front of the mysterious star. 

“Go back to where you came from,” his voice echoed. 

A boundless aura emanated from him following the sound. Then, a dazzling 
white light appeared from within him, turning the Dark World into brightness. 

The white light was dazzling for just a moment before it disappeared. Only 
then did everyone react. However, the mysterious star, the black shadows, 
and even the white- robed man and Xayvion had vanished. 

Many powerhouses were dumbfounded. They looked at each other, not 
knowing what had happened. 



“What’s going on?” “What’s happening?” 

“It seems like the super powerhouse from the Dark World took action and 
repelled this unknown creature?” 

“Is this the Yuraeceon Rank? Do we really have a powerhouse at this rank 
hidden in the Dark World?” 

For a moment, many powerhouses exchanged whispers. 
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too quickly. A powerhouse emerged from the Dark World and turned the 
situation around just as all living beings were waiting for death. 

None of them understood what had happened. The mysterious star, the evil 
shadow, and even Xayvion disappeared without a trace. 

In the sky, the heavily injured James descended slowly and appeared on the 
airship. The moment he landed, he was unable to bear it any longer. He 
collapsed and fainted. 

“Some living beings will stay here to create a new world at the end of the 
Halcyon Road and set up formations for protection. Others will return,” Landry 
ordered. 

The Great Elder of the Hagios Sect stayed. He brought some disciples from 
the sect and others from different races to the end of the Halcyon Road, while 
the rest returned. 

James was severely injured this time. Despite using the Obsidian Body, it was 
forcibly absorbing some black auras left him temporarily unable to refine them. 

The black auras roamed within him and continuously damaged his body. 

James sat in lotus position while Landry sat behind him in a room on the 
airship. 

Landry placed his hands on James’ back, trying to disperse the black auras by 
the circulate energy. 

However, they seemed stubborn, attaching themselves to James’ flesh and 
bones. None of the Supernatural Signature Skills employed by Landry could 
expel them. 



Landry could only focus on healing James’ injuries as he had no solution. 

James’ injuries were healed before he returned to the Hagios Sect. He looked 
at Landry with gratitude and said,” Thank you, Mr. Landry.” Landry withdrew 
his hands slightly and said, “No worries. If it weren’t for you, I would have 
been devoured by the black mist. Moreover, I can only heal your injuries but 
am unable to expel the black auras within your body.” 

James examined himself. The black auras surrounding him seemed capable 
of destroying the void with a wave of his hand. 

Closing his eyes, he carefully sensed the black auras within his body. They 
were peculiar, lacking any power or traces of Path, Yet, they possessed a 
mysterious force that even James could not comprehend. 

“What kind of power is this?” James frowned. He attempted to expel them with 
the circulate energy. However, the black auras circulated within him as he 
circulated his energy, and even he could not eliminate them. 

Landry shook his head, indicating he was clueless about this force. 

After pondering, he said, “This should be a power cultivated by living beings 
from the end of the Halcyon Road, which is the deepest part of the Dark 
World, or from other worlds. Different worlds cultivate different powers.” 

“Is there truly an unknown world at the end of the Halcyon Road?” James 
asked. 

Landry’s expression became grave as he said, “I’m not sure.” 

James continued to ask, “What path exactly is the Halcyon Road?” 

Landry explained, “The Dark World is boundless. According to the records, no 
living beings or powerhouses can traverse the Dark World or leave it. The 
Halcyon Road is a spatial passage within the Dark World that shortens the 
journey for someone to reach the deepest part of the Dark World.” 

“Ah, I see.” James began to grasp the situation. 

Comprehending it was easy, akin to someone wanting to travel to a distant 
place. Yet, adhering to conventional methods might take them their entire life 



to get there. Now, a shortcut had emerged, a passage that swiftly propelled 
them to their destination in remarkably little time. 

” I haven’t been to the end of the Halcyon Road, that is, the deepest part of 
the Dark World, and I don’t know if there’s another world there. What I can 
confirm now is that there exist living beings with powers beyond our 
understanding at the end of the road. They’ve mastered an incomprehensible 
Path.” 

Upon hearing this, James’ expression grew serious. He hailed from the future, 
where Anceralos had shattered, and the Halcyon Road had vanished from the 
annals of history. He had no idea what exactly happened 
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era? Moreover, was Xayvion alive or dead? He betrayed and intended to kill 
the injured powerhouses. However, a mysterious powerhouse appeared at a 
crucial moment. 

No one knew what happened after that. Even James could not determine 
whether Xayvion was alive. 

The airship swiftly advanced to return, soon leaving the Halcyon Road behind 
as it traversed the Dark World. It headed toward Anceralos where the Hagios 
Sect was located. 

The airship of the Hagios Sect returned. While James’ injuries had healed, a 
mysterious black mist stayed within his body. Although the mist caused no 
immediate harm, an uncomfortable feeling lingered due to the mysterious and 
uncontrollable energy surging within James. 

James tried everything to expel it upon returning to the Hagios Sect, but no 
method proved successful. 

After returning, James was assigned to stay on a spiritual mountain of the 
Hagios Sect. There, he set up a time formation around the manor on the 
mountaintop and cultivated within it. 

His cultivation realm was too low. Upon his return this time, he tried to expel 
the black mist within his body while secluding himself to enhance his 
cultivation realm. 



Unbeknownst to James, his cultivation base had reached the peak of the 
Consummation Holy Celestial Rank, leaving him just one step away from the 
Quasi Bliss Rank. 

“James, Mr. Landry wants to meet you,” a voice came from outside the manor. 

The voice interrupted James’ cultivation. Restraining his aura, he stood up, 
casually dispelled the time formation, and walked out of the manor. 

A disciple of the Hagios Sect stood in front. He said with a hint of respect in 
his expression, “James, Mr. Landry requests your presence in the main hall.” 

“Alright.” James nodded. Then, he disappeared on the spot and reappeared in 
the main hall of the Hagios Sect. 

When he appeared, there were already many people gathered. They were all 
core powerhouses of the sect. 

“Greetings, Mr. Landry.” James clasped his hands. 

“Please have a seat.” Landry waved his hand, and a chair materialized behind 
James. 

James then sat down. 

Landry looked at James, smiled, and said, “James, you fearlessly stood up 
against unknown beings at the end of the Halcyon Road. If it weren’t for you, 
countless living beings might have suffered. Your significant contributions to 
our sect and the Dark World have not gone unnoticed. After discussions 
among many elders, it’s unanimously agreed that you are qualified to assume 
the position of an elder in the Hagios Sect.” 

James laughed. Finally, the day had come. Becoming an elder of the Hagios 
Sect meant that he was qualified to cultivate the lower half of the Human 
Race’s primitive inscriptions and to observe the forbidden inscriptions created 
by the sect’s Primogenitor. 

“Thank you, Mr. Landry.” James stood up and clasped his hands. 

“Congratulations, Mr. Caden.” 

In the main hall, many human powerhouses congratulated him. 


